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Reuniting The Manifest and Scientific Image Through Buddist Philosophy  

 
History is written by the victors. Biological history is written by the victors of natural 

selection. From a single prokaryotic cell to a philosopher, it’s organisms that are able to adapt to 

changing environments that live long enough to recreate their genetic information. Living things 

are indirectly designed by natural selection to have mechanisms that allow them to survive. 

Replication and variation of these mechanisms allow for some diversity between and within 

species. But, if the mechanism is crucial to survival, then it is a stubborn device to rid oneself of. 

As life on Earth became more and more complex, Homosapiens began to refine their 

mechanisms for thought, inference, language, and intentions to fight or flee from potential 

dangers. When we became more sophisticated beings, these mechanisms stayed with us and 

allowed us to ponder what is our place in the world?  

In addition to natural selection, another replicator that shows up in our history is memes. 

Richard Dawkins explained memes in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene. Memes are ideas that 

are replicated from person to person through imitation. Like DNA, memes contain units of 

information. Instead of being passed down through genetics, they jump from mind to mind. 

Because of our biological capacity, humans cannot entertain every meme. So, each meme is in 

competition with other memes in order to be replicated. Early examples of memes are farming, 

cooking, religion, and philosophy. Once civilization started and the fear of being attacked by a 

predator died down, humans had a lot of free time to examine their lives, wonder who they 

were, and how things hang together. This is what Wilfrid Sellars dubbed the point of philosophy 

and the creation of the manifest image.  



Like our genetic information, our manifest image is also written by the victors. The 

manifest image is complicated and forever changing. 21st-century humans have a completely 

different manifest image than those in the 3rd or 16th century. This is because our memes have 

adapted and changed according to our environment. Once a survival mechanism, the ability to 

store past information and apply them to future possible situations is now crucial in a 

human-centered world. The ability to coordinate behavior and live in a hierarchical society is 

now responsible for institutions and power.  

These naturally selected mechanisms often run our lives below the level of 

consciousness. Ideas reinforced through history, institutions, power, and inventions are often 

taken as fact in the manifest image. For example, during imperialism, the idea that white people 

were significantly more human than Africans was a legitimate idea that was believed by almost 

every white person. This meme allowed for the Scramble for Africa and reinforced the belief 

that, because white people were smarter and invented guns, social Darwinism had worked its 

magic. In reality, germs were the biggest offenders in the of killing native Africans and Native 

Americans in the Americas. But, this meme had a high replication rate because it kept getting 

reinforced by the events happening in the world.  

These days, at least in liberal California, we’d like to believe that this idea is no longer 

being replicated. However, despite the geographically different places where it actually is, our 

institution systems have not caught up with our moral systems. Whether it be through housing 

discrimination, inequality in the justice system, or environmental injustice, our society is 

indirectly designed by a stubborn meme most people do not believe in.  

Philosophy is not immune to these effects. In fact, philosophy is the biggest meme of all. 

We are influenced by the ideas of people who lived long before us to change the way we view 

ourselves and the world. But, as expected, the way we teach and engage in philosophy has 



changed since the days of Socrates. In modern Western civilization, philosophy is taught in 

educational institutions. With each educational institution comes great power and responsibility 

to choose materials that will teach students how to think and be critical about their existence. An 

introductory philosophy course will often go into great detail about Socrates, Descarte, Hume 

and other Western philosophers, reinforcing their ideas of the manifest image. Yet, with no 

malicious intent, quickly go over Eastern philosophy or not have time for it at all. This pedagogy 

meme replicates to almost every class and institution. Even if instructors believe learning 

Eastern philosophy is beneficial for students, the meme that Western philosophy is all that is 

needed to understand philosophical thought indirectly designs the course syllabus. This, again, 

works in a cycle to reinforce the manifest image that the Western philosopher believed to exist.  

This cycle comes to a head when considering Sellars’ scientific image. In the same 

educational institution where philosophy is being taught, other professors are making 

groundbreaking research in physics, chemistry, economics, and psychology. All of these 

disciplines include theoretical objects that are not visible to the human eye. Their research is 

showing a different picture of man in the world. The scientific image is telling us that there is 

more to the world than can meet our senses and that this world does not include normativity. 

The manifest image we’ve been cultivating for thousands of years must change to integrate the 

data coming in from the scientific world. The question is, how?  

In recent psychological research, there’s been a surge of interest in studying Buddist 

doctrine and modern psychology. Western Buddhism, a secular adoption of Buddhism, is 

becoming an acceptable idea to study under the scientific lens. Buddhism is a possible bridge 

between the manifest image and the scientific image. Psychologist have dissected the Four 

Noble Truths lectured by the Buddah to see if these thoughts about our manifest image explain 

what we find in the scientific literature.  



The first Noble Truth is that of human dissatisfaction or dukkah. The Buddah said that 

life is filled with internal dissatisfaction about the way things are. We are never fully satisfied and 

when we have any kind of pleasure, it always evaporates. This claim lines up with evolutionary 

psychology. Natural selection is an intelligent but uncaring designer. It will select mechanisms 

that delude the organism if it means that organism will survive. One of these mechanisms is 

happiness or pleasure. Pleasure is an excellent tool for motivation. Most things that give us 

pleasure, at least in our evolutionary history, have helped the survival and reproduction of our 

species. These include eating, drinking water, sleeping, and of course having sex. However, if 

pleasure lasted for a long time, there would be no reason for us to do those things again. If our 

ancestor ate food once and was satisfied for a whole month, it will die due to lack of energy. So, 

pleasure can only be brief and leave us unsatisfied so we seek those things to give us pleasure 

again. This idea has been supported by studies of dopamine activation in trained monkeys. 

Scientists saw a significant boost of dopamine when monkeys were given fruit juice for 

completing an action followed by a quick return to baseline neurochemical levels.  

The second Noble Truth describes the cause of dissatisfaction and suffering as 

attachment to pleasure or avoidance of discomfort. There are certain things that we want to last 

for a lifetime whether it be a moment with an elderly grandparent or a good meal. On the other 

hand, there are things that we never want to experience like intense pain or a panic attack. 

Attachment to pleasure and strong avoidance for pain is the root of all dukkah. This Noble Truth 

can also be understood through evolutionary psychology. Natural selection will design a brain 

that focuses more on the pleasure than on the ephemeral nature of pleasure. If humans focused 

on how fast pleasure dissipated, then pleasure would not be a good tool for motivation. Why 

should our ancestor walk across the dangerous jungle for a piece of fruit if the pleasure of 

eating the fruit will disappear quickly? In the monkey dopamine experiment, after routinely 



training the monkey to do work before receiving the juice as a reward, the dopamine spike 

changed temporally.  A big spike of dopamine was released prior to the reward as an 

anticipation while a lower spike of dopamine was released as a result of the reward. So, 

pleasure is a mechanism designed only to motivate the organism to do something productive to 

its survival. By being too attached to such an ephemeral sensation, we are causing our own 

dissatisfaction.  

The third Noble Truth is the solution to dukkah, to release all attachment to phenomenal 

things. Buddhism is essentially a rebellion against natural selection. It is a doctrine to break out 

of nature’s matrix, rid ourselves of delusions, and see reality for what it clearly is. After 

meditating under a tree for 49 days, the Buddah reached Nirvana, the cessation of all 

attachment. Although most people will fail to reach Nirvana in their lifetime, there is a chance for 

partial liberation of attachment. The Buddah offers the fourth Noble Truth as a key to this 

liberation. However, this key does not come cheap. With natural selection reinforcing the 

mechanisms that make up our biology and memes reinforcing the ideas that come about from it, 

breaking the mold of reality is going to take time and effort. Our representation of reality is what 

has allowed our existence for thousands of years, it is going to be very stubborn to reorient. The 

Buddah said following the eightfold path including the right view, right intentions, right speech, 

right action, right livelihood, right effort, right concentration, and right mindfulness is how we can 

reach liberation.  

Psychologists are really interested in the last two steps, right concentration and right 

mindfulness. Mindful meditation has been a hot topic in the scientific community for its proven 

benefits in reducing anxiety, depression, and other mental discomforts. One area of focus is the 

default mode network. The DMN is the area of the brain that is hard at work when the organism 

is not doing anything in particular. When washing the dishes, walking down the street, or 



partaking in an activity that does not require our immediate concentration, the DMN is activated. 

The DMN is tasked with analyzing information from the past or planning for the future, it’s 

natural selection’s way of using up free time to benefit the organism. But, worrying about 

embarrassing moments or stressing about the future can have detrimental effect on mental 

health. During a meditation experiment, subjects were asked to be conscious about the inner 

workings of their mind. They noted what thoughts, beliefs, desires, fears, and intentions were 

occurring when they were not doing anything. They looked at these thoughts with no judgment, 

trying to perceive them as objectively as possible. Participants were asked to approach feelings 

of discomfort and not push them away. When they did, the discomfort became more 

comfortable and weak, they began to feel relief. In their brains, the DMN was reduced in size 

compared to people who had never meditated. Meditation allowed them the key to natural 

selection’s delusion. 

Right concentration is also an interest for cognitive scientists. In a study called Is a 

Refrigerator Good or Evil?, researchers asked participants to morally evaluate everyday objects. 

Surprisingly, they found out that people had no problem in assigning normative values to objects 

like refrigerators, coffee cups, and couches. This suggests that humans have attachment to 

every object in their environment. Yet, we are only aware of the strongest attachments that are 

pertinent to natural selection. A young female walking alone at night might be aware of the man 

around the corner instead the quiet laughter coming from the bar. If it’s not useful for our 

survival, there is no point in paying attention to it. By shifting our awareness to right 

concentration, we begin to appreciate the small things in life like the arrangement of branches 

on a tree. With scientific evidence supporting the Four Noble Truths, Buddhism is becoming a 

viable candidate for the manifest image for modern society. But, the Four Noble Truths and the 

Eightfold Path are not the only Buddist beliefs that are helpful to scientific psychologists.  



The Buddah gave a second lecture on the Doctrine of the No-Self or anatta. He said 

everything that makes up a person can be broken up into five aggregates. These are their form 

or body, their perceptions, their feelings, their mental formations, and their consciousness. The 

aggregates are also considered aggregates of clinging because they are the medium in which 

attachment is formed. For example, attachment to an opinion is the clinging of a mental 

formation which can cause great suffering if challenged or rejected by another person. By letting 

go of our perceptions, opinions, sensations, and other forms clinging, we can achieve liberation.  

 When considering the self, our manifest image defines it as the essence of a person 

that persists through time and has control over the environment and the organism. Yet, the 

Buddah claimed that all of the aggregates are impermanent and we have little to no control over 

them. Our body changes from 10-years old to 28-years old but we cannot control the height it 

stops growing at. Our perceptions change from moment to moment but we cannot control what 

we see. The same applies to all of the other aggregates. So, if all of the things that make up a 

person are impermanent and uncontrollable, does the self even exist? The metaphysical truth of 

anatta is still up for debate. Some Buddists say it does not exist while other say letting go of 

attachment is realizing the true self. But, the core principle of doubting a permanent and 

in-control self has great implication for scientific psychology.  

Modern psychology, starting with Sigmund Freud, has recognized that most 

psychological processes happen in the subconscious. Only a fraction of the brain’s processes 

are given to the conscious mind. Evolutionarily, this makes sense. If we were consciously 

responsible for making sure our heart was beating, our lungs were breathing, and our digestive 

system was releasing the right chemicals, we would not have the mental energy or time to make 

decisions from day to day. But, the scientific image is showing that the self may not even be in 

control of these decisions. In a 1977 study called Telling More Than We Can Know, 



psychologists asked participants to choose a brand of pantyhose they would prefer to buy. They 

found that most participants had a strong preference for the pantyhose on the far right. When 

asked why, participants would give their reason for choosing the far right pantyhose like it had 

better texture, better color, etc. Unbeknownst to them, every pantyhose was from the same 

brand and model. They were making up reasons on the spot while their true motivation was 

under the surface of consciousness. If the self can delude us about our motivation for choosing 

a product, it can delude us about the basic things we take as fact in the manifest image of 

ourselves.  

As humans, we like to separate ourselves from the animal kingdom as rational thinking 

beings. Work in behavioral economics by psychologists like Daniel Kahneman and Amos 

Tversky show that we are not rational beings but irrational in predictive ways. This bias falls 

under the larger belief that we are beneffectance. Coined by Anthony Greenwald in 1980, 

beneffectance is the positive illusion of the self being benevelous and effective. We delude 

ourselves and others as being responsible and competent for desired outcomes and innocent 

and blameless of undesired outcomes because evolutionary, those qualities make an attractive 

mate.  

In addition, humans have selective memory retention. Researchers studying pride and 

shame found that on average, we remember more events that had a positive outcome on us 

than a negative outcome. Although we remember negative events that teach us not to repeat an 

action, the positive events were remembered in greater detail. So, the self is a naturally selected 

mechanism built to serve as a public relations representative for the organism. As an uncaring 

designer, natural selection has no problem deluding the organism in order for it to reproduce. 

The idea that the self is a persistent, controlled, decision making organism is a product of this 

evolutionary delusion.  



The self being a naturally selected PR mechanism seems to support the modular theory 

of mind. If there is no central CEO of an organism, there must be multiple gears of the brain that 

work to keep us alive and functioning. Natural selection chooses the organism that adapts to a 

changing environment. So, it makes sense to say that the module which is most activated at any 

given time is determined by what is going on in the organism’s immediate environment. There 

are many conjectures about what kind of modules exist in the human brain. Dr. Douglas 

Kendrick, an evolutionary psychologist, claims there are seven: self-protection, disease 

avoidance, affiliation, status, mate acquisition, mate retention, and kin care. These modules 

make sense in the light of evolutionary history. But, their modern application is also evident in 

the scientific literature.  

One way we can see this is through temporal discounting studies. Temporal discounting 

is the ability to forgo a reward in an immediate setting to gain a larger reward later. The popular 

marshmallow study tested a child’s ability to forgo one marshmallow for a period of time to get 

two marshmallows if they succeded. This behavior is thought to be a constant personality trait 

that predicts the success of these children as they grew up. Other researchers, however, show 

that this behavior depends on which module is activated. In 1985, Wilson and Daly did an 

experiment where they showed men a picture of an attractive woman or an irrelevant picture. 

They found that men who had seen the attractive woman, activating their mate attraction 

module, were less likely to forgo the immediate reward than if they had seen the irrelevant 

picture. The evolutionary explanation is that they would like to attract the woman with more 

resources available to them. But today, this decision making seems to be an unconscious one. 

A trait that once considered constant, seems to fluctuate depending on the immediate 

environment and the module activated.  



Science seems to be supporting the Buddist notion of an impermanent and uncontrolled 

self. But, in reviewing scientific evidence, especially in psychology, it’s easy to understand 

statistical generalizations as facts. Although there were many individual differences in behavior 

in every experiment, we can see that sometimes we perceive, believe, and behave 

unconsciously in accordance with natural selection. As the modular theory of mind evolves, it 

has to be able to explain more complexities in human behavior. But, these experiments are just 

the tip of the iceberg into the study human mind. Natural selection has designed our brain for 

the better part of 200,000 years. Getting rid of its intelligent design with mere human civilization 

is a baseless assumption. Through evolutionary psychology, we can understand why our brains 

were the victors of biological history and how this affects our behaviors today. 

 On the other hand, since Buddhism is a religion, it’s fraught with ought. The Eightfold 

path is a golden mean pathway to liberation with eight “right” steps. However, unlike Abrahamic 

religions, these steps are not commandments given by God to live a good life. They are steps to 

break out of the scientific image of man, the evolutionary image. Each person can choose to 

stay in the matrix of evolution or take the red pill to reveal the unpleasant but clear reality of life. 

The normativity in Buddhism does not clash with the scientific image of man. It allows for 

theoretical objects like neurons, modules, and unconscious motivation.  

2500 years ago in East Asia, the manifest image of how things hang together resembled 

what is known today as the scientific image. Without knowing evolutionary theory, the Buddah 

wrote two doctrines on the nature of human beings. Unfortunately, his meme of the manifest 

image did not carry into Western civilization until thousands of years later. Scientists are starting 

to see the wisdom in his revelation by researching happiness, dissatisfaction, meditation, and 

the self. As this research becomes more and more robust, we can finally bridge our manifest 

image of who we are and the scientific image of how we hang in the world.  
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